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Abstract. The paper contains a certain sufficient condition under which there exists a T such 
that all nontrivial solutions of a linear deviated system of n ordinary differential equations have 
a bounded number of zeros of their components in the interval [T, oo). For this purpose we 
transform the considered system into a system of n — 1 differential-integral equations. 
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1. INTRODUCT ION 
Nonoscillation of systems of ordinary differential equations is investigated by 
many authors. In particular, Z. Ratajczak [6] has given some criteria of non-
oscillation of the linear systems. In other papers, there are considered some suffi-
cient conditions in order that components of all nontrivial solutions of systems 
of differential equations have a bounded number of their zeros. Z. But-
lewski [1, 2] has given sufficient conditions under which components of all non-
trivial solutions of the linear homogeneous system of two and three differential 
equations have at most one and two zeros, respectively. In [5], these results have 
been extended to the linear homogeneous system of four differential equations. 
A generalization of this problem for the linear homogeneous system of n differential 
equations and an extension to the linear nonhomogeneous system of n differential 
equations are contained in [3] for n = 2, and in [4] for n g; 3. 
The present paper contains an extension of these results to the linear system of n 
differential equations with deviating argument 




(1.2) <*ij,ft,geCl[t0, oo) for / J - 1,2,. . . ,*, 
(1.3) '01 . (0*0 for / e [to, oo), 
(1.4) 3 V g(t) £ t0. 
ti^to t*tt 
Let 
T « min {tt: #(t) £ t0 for t £ tj. 
We give a sufficient condition under which the nontrivial first components of all 
solutions of the considered system have a bounded number of zeros in the interval 
[r, oo). Analogous conditions for the remaining components can be given. 
A function/: [t, oo) -• R is called nonoscillatory if 
3 V f(t) * 0. 
2. Lemma. Let the conditions (1.2)—(1.4) hold. Assume that there exists a solu-
tion ({t, Z2r-.W of the linear homogeneous system 
(2.1) y\(t) - t au(t)yj(g(t))9 i -= 1,2,..., n, 
1*1 
corresponding to the system of differential equations (1.1) such that £x(t) # 0 for 
t e [ST, oo). Then the substitution 
t 
*i(0 = W0j^(*)ds. 
T 
(2.2) 
xffl - WO J *i(s) ds + 2X0, * « 2, 3, . . . , n, 
r 
brings the system (LI) on the interval [r, oo) to the system of equations 
*1(0 - *ti(0 *i(0 + c,(t) zx(g(t)) + % [ 6 t / 0 zj(g(t)) + c /0 *I(g(«(0))] + 
J = 2 
t?(0 f ( f ( f ) ) 
o^x + h l ( 0 + -41(0jzi(5)ds + fl(0 f zt(s)*s> 
\**3) I 0(0 
*K0 - MO *i(0 +" l MO zIGKO) + MO + 
J - 2 
•CO 
+ 4 ( 0 j * i ( 0 ' d v i = 2 , 3 , . . . , n - l , 
where 




bn Xmmz~^ ~ Z*9 
aln 
h « „ aUain 
°tj ~av - — » 
a l n 
c» • / « 1 ° r t l i«!*(«*»°g>. 
(fll» • g) Cl * - i 
»">.« n *' V „ L „ (fl.J O g) • (life, O g) "] 
(2.4) c, - r - L - u a w o g — — , 




Ci ( a lB 4f2 L «ln • I? J J 
ft, = = _ _
a i - . / 1 + / ( ) 
<*.„ 
A - -£- it [(«» -
 f ~ ) • «* •«) +«»«'«; •«)]. 
fc«i \ a i » / 
« *' v . V I \ . * (<*i, °g)-(flta°g)1 ,* • ^ -B = -T- L atk L \apk o g — — — . (cp • g o g\ 
Cl * = 2 p~lL aln ° g J 
for / J - s 2 , 3 . M . , n - l . Moreover 
--(8(0) - -r4rKi(02i(0 - "E«u(0-/g(0) - /i(0 + ai»v*1 y»2 
n *(f) 
(2.5) ~ l M 0 « g ( 0 ) J * i ( 0 d / | . 
Proof. Let ( { i , { 2 »->Obe the solution of the system (2.1) appearing in the 
assumption of the lemma. In the system of differential equations (1.1) we change 
variables according to the formulae (2.2) on the interval [T> oo). We get 
« 0 * i ( 0 - I ai/0*,(g(0) + /i(0 + 
1 = 2 
« i« ) 
+ Iau(0«g(0)W*)ds, 
i-=l t 
(2.6) zj(0 - - W 0 * i ( 0 + E aij(t)zj(g(t)) +/«(0 + 
1 = 2 
» *(*) 
+ I au(t) «g(0) J *iMds, i = 2,3,..., rt. 
1-i . 
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Hence the equation (2.5) follows. Differentiating the first equation of (2.6) and 





i(0-i(0 - Гv#€i(0 - t -u(0í*(g(0) - Ш І Ш + 
L aìnV) *=1 J 
+ [ ^ l g ' ( o l i ű - ( ° ^ H z i ( 8 ( o ) + 
+ ;?;{Һ ( o -^ i ]* o ) + 
Л(0 + g'(0 j>u(o[л(g(0) - åГnSo)
/ l(g(0)] + / l ( 0 + 
+kî {[«u(0- " ' У J Ш O ) + «u(0g'(0Ш0)}î--x(-)d5-
g'(0 t au(ř)"l Гa,p(g(0) - ЄlШ^У>] ÍДgíвíOйT-iW ď. fc-=2 P = I L a i Д # \ ř H J в(t) 
-̂(0 = [-^Ш-ш]ш + 
+
в£ Ľ.(0 _ _ _ ^ l z / g ( 0 ) _ i i £ / l ( ł ) + /((t) + 
j = 2 L fllи J aln(0 
+ Ï [ðйíO - ^ % - l Ш O H Ш d s , i = 2, 3, ..., и - 1, 
k-=l L aín\l) J t 
for / e [r , co). This is a system of the form (2.3) with the coefficients defined by the 
formulae (2.4). 
3. Theorem. Let (ut, u2,..., un) be a solution of the system of differential equations 
(1.1) with the coefficients satisfying the conditions (1.2) -(1.4). Assume that there 
exists a solution (£i ,£*-•• o £„) of/he system of differential equations (2.1) swch /ha/ 
£i(0 ¥* 0 for / e [r , co). 7/*for etw>> solution (vi9 vl9..., i>„_i) 0f /he system of 
differential-integral equations (2.7) the function vt either is identically equal to zero 
or has at most m zeros in the interval (T9 co), then the function ux either is identically 
equal to zero or has at most m + 1 zeros in the interval [T9 co). 
Proof. Take the solution ( M 1 , M 2 , . . . , un) of the system of differential equations 
(1.1) and the solution (£i9 €2,..., €„) of the system (2.1)' appearing in the assump-
tions of the theorem. Let c - (uJZJ (T) and 
rji - Ui - cf,, / = 1,2, . . . , n . 
60 
Hence (r^, i\2, ...,t]„) is a solution of the system (1.1). Since 
^(o-woio.i/wwd-. 
r 




иi(0--{i(OCc + í(i»1/W(s)dj]. 
t!(0 = c + J(//i/W(s)ds, . e r r , co). 
T 
Differentiating the function.U, we obtain U' = Oh/W. Thus C/' is the first com-
ponent of a solution of the system (2.7). By the assumption, the function U' either 
is identically equal to zero or has at most m zeros in the interval (T, oo). Hence 
the function U either is identically equal to zero or has at most m + 1 zeros in the 
interval [T, oo). Obviously, the function ui has the same property. 
4. Corollary. Let (ui9u29..., un) be a solution of the system of differential equa-
tions (1.1) with the coefficients satisfying the conditions (1.2)—(1.4). Assume that 
there exists a solution (£l9 £2 , . . . , £n) of the system of differential equations (2.1) 
such that the ^(t) ?- 0 for te[T9 OO). If for every solution (vl9v29...9vn„t) of 
the system of differential-integral equations (2.7) the function vt is either identically 
equal to zero or nonoscillatory, then the function ut has the same property. 
This corollary follows from the proof of Theorem 3, immediately. 
5. Remark. Let the conditions (1.2) — (1.4) hold. Assume that there exists a solu-
tion (£it £2> •••> in) of the system of differential equations (2.1) such that ^(t) ^ 0 
for t e [T, oo). If the system of differential-integral equations (2.7) has no solutions 
with the first component identically equal to zero, then the system of differential 
equations (1.1) has the same property. 
6. Remark. In particular, if the function g is identity, then T == t0 and the system 
of differential-integral equations (2.7) reduces to the linear system of n — 1 
differential equations 
where 
*î(0 = " l - W -j(0 + hi(t), i = 1. 2,.... n - 1, 
tíl 
«1» 
dtj ~ Clij , 
*ìn 
*, =f [ - (£^+^) / , + i«u/*+/;l 
SI L V*55-* a l« a\n / fc = 2 J 
/», ---J--/1 + /, 
for/,j « 2, 3,...,« - 1. 
7. Remark. The assumption (1.2) of our paper can be weakened to the form 
,aij9fi9geC[t0> oo] for /,; = 1,2,...,«, 
r r*\rm x r . f l , 2, . . . , « , if g 4- id, 
«u . /1 .MC»[r.oo) for ; = { 2 ) 3 ) _ n ) if J.W i 
8. Example. For the system of differential equations 
(8 1) X l ( ° = alXi(8it)) ~ *-(*( '»- + AW' a * °> 
*2(0 = KO [*,GK0) - *2(*(0)] + /-(*) 
and the solution 
{,(/) - 1, Ut) - 1 
of the linear homogeneous system corresponding to this system, the system (2.7) 
is the equation 
*;(0 = [«-W))]*'(0--,Gr(0) + 
+ !X*(0)/,(*(0) - a/i(iK0)]s'(0 +/i'(0-
By Corollary 4, if the coefficients guarantee nonoscillation of this equation, then 
the first component of any solution of the system (8.1) is either identically equal 
to zero or nonoscillatory. 
9. Example. For the system of differential equations 
x',(0 - (2 - e') e'x.(0 - 2x2(0 + *3(0 + -f, 
(9.1) . x2(0 = (1 - 0 *'*i(0 + tx2(t) + 1, 
^ ( 0 = (2-0e2 'x .(0 + ^3(0 + 4t 
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and the solution 
of the linear homogeneous system corresponding to this system, the first equation 
of the system (2.7) is 
(9.2) z[(t) = (/ + 2e% - e2t) zx(t) + At - 2t*. 
Solving this equation, we get 
zi(t) = c(t)txp(j + 2e
t-^, 
where 
c'(0 - (4. - 2ř2) exp ґ - y - 2e' + - Ç ) . 
The function c' has two zeros in the interval [ - 1 , oo). Hence the function c has 
at most three zeros in this interval and all solutions of the equation (9.2) have the 
same property. By Theorem 3, the first component of any solution of the system 
(9.1) has at most four zeros in the interval [—1, oo). 
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